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Election Jitters Sends Construction into a Slump

As the country fell into general election fever across May, overall construction contract figures on
the month dropped to their lowest value for more than three years.

According to the latest edition of the Economic & Construction Market Review from industry
analysts Barbour ABI, £4.9 billion worth of construction contracts were commissioned in May (see
figure 1.1), a £500 million decrease on the previous month and a noteworthy £1.5 billion drop when
compared to May 2016.

(Figure 1.1)

Looking at construction across the UK regions, it was the South West that led with 18 per cent of the
UK’s construction contract value, largely thanks to a £400 million mechanical and engineering

contract at the Hinckley Point nuclear plant project based in Somerset, which was awarded to
Balfour Beatty. Interestingly London, which usually sits firmly at the top of the regional rankings for
market share, only accumulated nine per cent of the UK’s total construction contract value in May,
with five regions contributing more value than the capital.

Looking across the sectors, only Residential and Education saw construction contract values increase
in May compared to April - both increases were only minimal though at 1.9 and 0.9 per cent
respectively. The remaining sectors all saw decreases with Infrastructure hit hardest, falling by 22
per cent on the month and by almost 40 per cent compared to twelve months ago.

Outside of the Hinckley Point contract, some of the biggest projects awarded in May include; £300
million Blyth offshore wind farm in Northumberland, £130 million halls of residence at the University
of Hull and the luxury Vincent Tower hotel in Liverpool valued at £70 million.

Commenting on the figures, Michael Dall, Lead Economist at Barbour ABI, said: “While the preelection jitters will have no doubt affected these recent figures, many of the sectors – such as
infrastructure and medical & health - have been performing below par for some time now, with the
industry being too heavily reliant on residential building performing strongly each month.”

“What also stood out in May was the lack of major projects awarded in London, which saw a big
drop in its construction contract value contribution in May, down to 9 per cent. The biggest projects
on the month were spread sparingly across the country and with London’s modest contribution, its
clear this held back the figures last month.”
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About Barbour ABI:
Barbour ABI is a leading provider of construction intelligence services. With a team of in-house
research specialists and a dedicated economics team, it provides commercially relevant insight and
unique analysis of trends and developments within the building and construction industry.

Barbour ABI is the chosen provider of Construction New Orders estimates data to the Office for
National Statistics, provider of the Government’s Construction and Infrastructure Pipeline and

provides the planning application and development data to the Department for Communities and
Local Government. Barbour ABI also provides data for independent organisations, such as the
Construction Products Association.

Barbour ABI is part of global events-led marketing services and communications company, UBM, and
is headquartered in Cheshire Oaks, Cheshire.

For more information, go to www.barbour-abi.com or follow on Twitter @BarbourABI for all the latest
construction data news.

About UBM:
UBM is one of the world's leading business-to-business (B2B) events organisers, bringing the world’s
buyers and sellers together at events and online, as well as producing and distributing news and
specialist content. With 3,500 staff in 70 offices across 20 countries of the world, UBM’s expert
teams serve commercial and professional communities, helping them to do business and their
markets to work effectively and efficiently.

For more information, go to www.ubm.com or follow on Twitter at @UBM_plc for all the latest UBM
corporate news.

